GOLF has been played at Cirencester for almost a century, and the present course at Baunton commands truly magnificent views of this lovely part of rural England. The course was designed by James Braid on a rolling plateau where the eastern slopes of the Cotswolds descend to meet the plain.

The holes at the southern end of the plateau overlook an expanse of pleasant wooded countryside stretching as far as the great plain of Wessex. The course has occupied its present site since 1909, and so rapidly did the construction work progress that the club was able to hold its first competition in July of that same year.

David Parker, head greenkeeper at the club, is a greenkeeping enthusiast who likes to keep his course well groomed for members and visitors alike. David said, "I have always liked an outdoor life, having had a spell in farming and forestry before taking up golf course maintenance, and I've never regretted my decision to make greenkeeping my career.

"The Cirencester course, like many others around here, has its own particular character and qualities that make it attractive. We are in good playing condition all the year round, irrespective of the weather, but being on an exposed Cotswold plateau there are days when the elements can test the playing abilities of all golfers. The weather is normally mild in the spring and bracing in the summer. The course is at its best in the autumn and tough going in the winter."

David went on: "The preservation of wild life habitat and flora is an important concession we make to the environment of the course. Using selective weedkillers puts a special responsibility on us to treat particular areas with caution and protect certain flora and fauna to preserve the delicate balance of nature.

"The activities of rooks can be a bit of a problem, and I expect this is something that quite a few greenkeepers have to contend with. In our case the birds come from the woods nearby and pull out newly replaced divots on the fairways in search of food. It makes the place look untidy as well as leaving nasty lies for fairway shots, and gives us extra work. It would be interesting to hear how other greenkeepers deal with the bird menace - apart from shooting them!

"Having many sloping fairways calls for machinery with good traction and power to negotiate steep banks to get the maintenance work done with a minimum of effort.

"Drainage is good, even under the wettest conditions and it is always possible to use our equipment without the worry of getting bogged down or 'tracking up' the turf."

David Parker with his enthusiastic greenkeeping team
Desmond Jones, Cirencester's club secretary, discusses course alterations with David Parker, head greenkeeper, while the club professional looks on.

"Use of a Verti-drain machine has done a good job for us at Cirencester. Deep penetration with the tines has helped to relieve sub-surface compaction. This has been of great benefit to greens during the winter and early spring - colour, resilience and putting quality is really good.

"We also use the Sisis Hydromain for slit-tining on a regular basis. This has proved to be a good investment and we are pleased with its performance and results. Aeration is an essential operation if you want to maintain the kind of putting surface that will keep golfers happy".

Said David: "The club has built excellent facilities for the upkeep of the course. There is ample space in the main shed for staff quarters and all the equipment. A huge purpose-built compost and material storage building is also part of the complex and everything is centrally situated for easy access to all parts of the course. We are well equipped with all the latest machinery to keep the course in first class condition."

"We have carried out quite a bit of construction work in the past to improve the course by doing major alterations to surface levels on the 7th green and have enlarged the size of the 2nd green, making it a double-tiered putting surface in the process. At this moment in time we are laying out a new fairway for the 18th which will make it quite a spectacular finishing hole. This is all good construction experience to have under your belt and all the staff have enjoyed it.

"The club directors and members treat us exceedingly well, which makes for a happy relationship. I have an enthusiastic and hard working staff who are dedicated to serving the club and take pride in doing a good job. When I first started work here I had two men - now there are three and I also hope to have a young YTS lad join the team soon".

David continued, "I am interested in greenkeeper training. When I first started out in golf course work I decided to attend college and get some qualifications, and I Passed City and Guilds Stage 1 and 2 in greenkeeping. "All our staff are members of BIGGA, and although they have not as yet been to any events, we hope to organise ourselves in this direction. The Association is quite strong in the south west, but attendance tends to vary at meetings. Training and education is an important part of our profession and it is pleasing to see how BIGGA is gradually getting into its stride in this respect".

| Hole Cups | Superior Design made from engineering grade plastic. More rigid than nylon for a true putting hole. £2.99 each available in cartons of 10. |
| Tee Markers | High visibility, 6" dia. 3" high. Half Golf Ball design. cast in heavy aluminium, ribbed for added strength. Designed for maximum abuse. £8.95 each. |
| Traffic Control Stakes | Available ONLY from TACIT. Unit 3, 3 Millers Lane, Monks Kirby, Rugby CV23 0RJ. Tel: (0788) 832166. |
| Information & Etiquette Signs | Municipal 6" x 3" White Fibreglass £3.50 each. Links 6" x 3" Yellow Fibreglass £6.99 each. Slimflex 7/8" x 1 3/4" Yellow Fibreglass £7.99 each. All poles complete with bung and Tacit's unique swivel action at no extra cost. Will accept any type of tie-on flag. Quality nylon flags £1.25 each. P & P carriage at cost. Available in packs of 10. |
| Swivel Flagpoles | The Best | £2.99 each available in packs of 10. 10% discount on 5 packs or more. |
| "The course is in good playing condition all the year round, irrespective of the weather" is all good construction experience to have under your belt and all the staff have enjoyed it. | £8.95 each. |